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. Six routes to correct answers
. \(hat you need to know about:
grammar

rhetoric
sentences

.
.
.

\flord choice and details of diction
lJnderstandingfootnotes
Passages and sample questions

for practice

'i* Srh gt

ith the DiagnosticTest behind you, you've tasted the
rypes of questions that
be coming your way on the A? exam. \Thether'you breezed through
the Diagnostic Test or struggled with every question, itt worth your while to lolk
at the following tried-and-true techniques for answering multiple-choice questions:
Untold numbers of srudents have relied on the following half dozen rules of
thumb. You should, too.
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s #
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SIX RUI.ES OF THUMB
6

&^

Read each question slowly and carefully. To be sure you understand what a
question asks, put it into your own words. Then re-read the question to be
sure you havent misread it.

2"- Read the five choices slowly and carefully. Remember that you must select
the best choice, which could mean that one or more of the incorrect choices

may be partially valid. \with a stroke of your pencil or an "x' in the margin,
eliminate all the choices rhat are obviously wrong. Then concenrrate ott th.
others. Examine each remaining choice for irrelevancies, for absolute words

such as aluays and neuer, andfor meanings that merely approximate what the
passage says. If a question refers you to a specific line or lines in the passage,
re-read not only those lines but the rwo or three lines thar come both before
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and after the designated lines. Knowing the context in rnhich the lines appear
can lead you to the correct answer.

$.

After youve make your choice, scan the passage for evidence ro supporr your
. decision. Just before filling the space on your answer sheer, b. ,,rr. th. q.r"rtion number is correct, and re-read the quesdon to check whether yorrrr.
interpreted every word correctly.

&,

If youre stumped by a question, put a "?" in rhe margin and come back to
it later. Return visits often provide a new perspecrive that helps you find the
answer. Also mark any questions about which you have any Joubts.

%- Itt

generally to your advantage to guess at rhe answer if you can eliminate at
of the choices. Otherwise, leave it blank.

leasr one

&-

If time remains after you've filled in all the blanks, review your answers, especially those, If any, that gave you trouble. oh, yes, one more thing:
Ridiculous as it may sound, make sure youve pur your answers in the right
places' Dont blacken a space for question 12 ln aspace for quesrion 11, etc.
(Please dont snicker; it's been done, and not just once.)

These six guidelines deserve to be practiced over and over again while taking
model_exams. They can take you only so far roward earning , ,of ,.or. on the Ai
exam' however. \W/hat will take you the rest of the way is youi kno*ledge of language
and rhetoric.

LANGUAGE AND RHETORIC
All the question-answering techniques in the world wont do you much good without knowledge of the subject matter covered by the exam. Moieover, a book like this
cant tell you every{hing you need to know or should haye remembered from years
of English classes. But it can hit some of the highlights. That is, it can call yorr,
tion to matters regularly included in past AP exams. Thatt what the following ",r.r,pages
aim to do.

English Grammar Questions
Three
four multiple-choice grammar questions customarily turn up on the test.
-or
Typically, they ask how a certain grammatical sffucrure, such as a series tf compou.rd
sentences or a list of adjectives, has been used in a passage to convey meaning o, .r"ate certain effects.
. F:t example, the following paragraph by the American author \(ashington Irving
is.tailor-made for a question about sentence strucrure-particularly th. ur. of parai
lelism.
Her mighty lakes, like oceans of liquid silver; her mountains, with their bright
aerial tints; her valleys, teeming with wild fertility; her tremendous cataracts,
thundering in their solitudes; her boundless plains, waving with spontaneous
verdure; her broad deep rivers, rolling-in the solemn silence to the ocean; her
trackless forests, where vegetation puts forth all its magnificence; her skies,
kindling with the magic of summer clouds and glorious sunshine;-no, never
need an American look beyond his own country for the sublime and beautiful
of natural scenery.

,
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Notice that the paragraph-except for the clause after the dash-consists oi" single sentence composed of a series of nouns and modifiers, mosr followed by a participle phrase. The effect of this pattern is cumulative. k creares an image of the
vastness of America, an idea aided not only by the piling up of visual images but by
the repeated used of adjectives such as "tremendous," "boundless," and "broad."
Another rype of grammar question asks about the function of certain words. You
may, for example, find a question that expects you to know about modifiers, as in
ln line 34, the word "moral" modifies

(A) crowd
(B) demands
(C) persuasion
(D) leadership
(E) rectitude
Sometimes questions dealing with other matters list grammatical terms among the
choices, as in

ln the opening sentence of the passage, the
author employs all of the following EXCEPT

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

an analogy
irony

a coordinate clause
conjunctions
parallel structure

Thus, it's important for you ro know about rypes of senrences (simple, compound,
-;uplex; also periodic and loose senrences), the parts of speech (noun, pronoun, uerb,
';diectiue, adaerb, conjunction, preposition, exclamation), and parts of sentences (sub'

:

:r, predicate, object, clauses).

Comprehension Questions
--rsrvering questions about an author's rhetorical strategies requires you to know
' ---at the passage says. It would be pointless to ask about why the aurhor used a par,;ular sentence structure if you had no ciue about the purpose and meaning of the
::ssage. Therefore, the exam often includes comprehension quesrions. Sometimes a
- *:stion asks about the meaning of the passage as a whole. Oth.r quesrions pinpoint
" .:ticular words in contexr, and still others may ask about the meaning or signifi. -r;e ofcertain details. Such questions require you to read closely, ofcourse, but they
"- i - serve as a springboard to answering the majority of the questions, which have to
- -,,,'irh rhetoric.

luestions About Rhetoric
-=.tions about rhetoric test your understanding of such conceprs as rone, diction,

-:-r, imagery, irony, figures of speech, theme, point of view, and many other
: - rical concepts. AIso, you'll most certainly have a chance to demonstrate your
".:::less
--.'b'
- -ino

of how certain kinds of sentences reveal an authort intent and convey

TESTTIP
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Rhetoric is a broad term.. Having com- rhis_
far in your tii:carion, you are already
with many of its varieiies. Er-enthirrg yo,, h"-,.1,.,
written or read_
from a movie review to a college application-is
subjecr :o analysis in rhetorical
acquainted

terms.

In fact' virtually all writing has a rhetorical
purpose. If auchors aim to describe a
.
place, person, or object, th"ylry to recreare
th. look, the sound. rhe smell, the taste,
and the feel of things. If their
i, to tell a sroni ,}rer;;;:ommunicare an evenr
"im
or a sequence ofevents by selecting
and arranging particulars. usually in the
order
they occurred. An author with a poi"rr, ,o
and
-"k."."k?r';"*a"
offers
reasons
ro
support it. \ilzhatever the rr.rode, the author's
choice or-orar, ,.,,-nrax (order of words
and phrases), sentence sorrnd and structure,
the ,.q,r.rr.. oi ideas, the selection of
details-all these elements and more are meant ro serve
the purpose of the whore.

The purpose is often more comprex than ri-ply
.;;;;"g an experience or
telling a story' Authors may, for example, wanr
ro stimulate certain responses in their
readers, who may reacr to a vivid ,.-.r."tion
of an experi.r.. rhough they them_
selves had the experience: they may laugh
o,rt roud, b..;;. ",rense or frightened,
weep, grow angry. A biographer may wanr
ro communicate the facts of hiri,rbj..J,
Sco-tt Berg, foi irrrt"rrce, wrote a prize-winning
biography of charres
Ir ,,A In
doing so, Berg estabrished tor,. that revearejhi,
:i"qP.rgl
o*r,
about
ly"t out the facts about"Lindbergh, he also meant tothoughts
convince rhe
l^"ro^lt:qn
,tl
reader
that Lindbergh
was both an admirabre
,.p..hensible figure. H; ;";;;
us to admire and despise the man ar the
"rJ "
same time, just as he, the biographer,
does.
of course, a writer's attitude roward the subject i, ,ro, ,...rr"rily
identical
with
the response of the reader. An advertising
copywriter for Nike may be totaily indif_
ferent to the shoes he crows abour, bur
,ir.. his job is to make readers feel a certain
way, he.purposefully uses
yords to produce a particular response-namely, ro turn
readers inro consumers of Nike proj,r.r..
TONE
the multiple-choice section of the exam,
you will certainly need ro deal with tone.
one of the mosr common questions asks you to
identify th. to.r. of a passage, a sen_
or even a single word or phrase. To answer
th. que.tion you will need. a sense
"::.,
of
the narrator's or sneakert attitude toward
,h. ,,rbi..i oirir". p"rr"g.. This may dif_
fer from th. autho., attitude, of course. An
author may pottraya scoundrer in a
favorable way, but that doesn't necessarily
mean the
h", roft spot in his heart
for scoundrels.
"utho,
"
Because an authort rone may be complex
or mayshift part way through a passage
or poem, ir can be described in innumeiable
r"ays, oft"rrty or. o, more adjectives.
11

For example,

Negatiue

bitter
condescending

flippant
indignant

contemptuous

sarcastic

irreverent

disdainful

satiric

mocking

disgusted

scornful

patronizing
pedantic

teasing

facetious

perry

threatening
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Positiue

benevolent

effusive

laudatory

compassionate

elegiac

learned

determined

enthusiastic

suPportive

ecstatic

hopeful

sympathetic

Neunal
bantering

didactic

objective

colloquial

factual

restrained

confident

informal

scholarly

detached

Words themselves and the manner in which they are expressed work together to
establish the tone. Consider the simple question, "\(ho are you?" Depending on the
tone in which the words are expressed, the question may be funny, sassy, inquisitive,
challenging. Because the inflection of the speakert voice is not available to writers,
they must rely more on diction-the writer's choice of words, including figures of
speech-to establish a tone. The differences between "Shut your mouth," "Please
keep still," and "\fould you be kind enough not to talk now?" are apparent. In a general sense the three sentences mean the same thing. The tone in each, howeveq could
hardly differ more, because the words chosen to convey the meaning evoke very different feelings.
\7hile the form of sentences significantly influences tone, other rhetorical elements also play a major p4rt, especially diction, metaphors, and other figures of
speech such as symbols and allusions. One way an author reveals tone is by the form

of sentences.

EXCLAMATORY SENTENCES
An exclamatory sentence expresses a wish, a desire, x 66662nd-and is often, but
not always, indicated with an exclamation point:
Heads up!

May the Force be with you!
Have a nice day!

Such sentences can express various gradations of begging, beseeching, praying,
imploring, apologizing, requesting, advising, commanding, persuading, and so on.
"Let the word go forth," intoned John F. Kennedy in his inauguration address, "that
the torch has been passed to a new generation . . . ." Kennedyt inspirational tone is
initiated by the use of the imperative verb let. The highsounding verb go forth and
the metaphorical use of torcb also contribute a sense of mission to the mood of the
occasion.
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INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES
An interrogatiue sentence also offers a writer a r-aiien'of tones. Questions are usually
asked in order to obtain information: "When is rhe next train to Mount Kisco?" But
the tone of a question can also be:
A CHALLENGE: Who are you calling a nerd, Mac?
A DENIAL: Do you actually think that l'm capable of such a thing?
DISBELIEF: Can you believe the nerve of that driver?
HESITATION: Do you really Jhink I should step off the edge of the cliff?

and so on.

On the AP exam, the questions you may find within passages are most likely to be
rhetorical questions-questions whose answers are implied by the question itself.
Used in argumentation, a rhetorical question calls attention to an obvious proposifisn-61 it can be used to make an argument more dramatic and convincing. The
author of the following uses a series of questions and answers, structured somewhat
like a dialogue:
When our ancestors condemned a woman for one crime, they considered that
by this single judgment she was convicted of many transgressions. How so?
Judged unchaste, she was also deemed guilty of poisoning. Why? Because,
having sold her body to the basest passion, she had to live in fear of many
persons. Who are these? Her husband, her parents, and the others . . . .

DECLARATIVE SENTENCES

A

declaratiue sentence, the most common form of sentence, makes a {bctual statement. Unlike exclamatory and interrogative sentences, the declarative sentence does
not blatantly reveal its tone. Much of the time, the tone of a declarative sentence is
neutral. It merely states information in a matter-of-fact way:

ln 1897, Columbia University moved from 49th Street and Madison Avenue,
where it had stood lor 40 years, to its present location on Morningside Heights
at 116th Street and Broadway.

\7hile this matter-of-fact tone is prevalent in scientific and other informational
prose, declarative sentences can also be highly charged with emotion:
People who knew the American novelist Thomas Wblfe recall that he
habitually roamed down the long aisles of the library stacks, grabbing one
book after the other from the shelves and devouring its contents as if he were
a starving man suddenly let loose in an immense storehouse ol food. He
wrote with abandon, turning out incredible quantities of rnanuscript, filling
whole packing cases with the product of his frenzied pen.

On the surface, this may seem like a factual description of Thomas \X/olfe. The
writer is informing us that \7olfe read many books and wrote prodigiously. But the
words create a portrait of an awe-inspiring, larger-than-life figure. The sirnile, "as if
he were a starving man suddenly let loose in an immense storehouse of food," while
possibly overstating Volfe's behavior in the library, does not exaggerate the passion
\folfe evidently felt for reading books.
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Sentence Length
Sentences canvary in length between one word ("Itralk!") and hundreds, even thousands, of words. Usually, the complexity of an idea determines sentence length, but
not always. Profound ideas can also be expressed in very few words: "I think, there-

I am."

fore

On the AP exam you could be asked why an author may have chosen to wrire very
long sentences or why the author put a short sentence in a particular place or wrote
a whole string ofvery short sentences. In general, long sentences allow aurhors to differentiate important ideas from less important ideas. Material in subordinate clauses,
appositives, or any other secondary sentence element receives less emphasis than an
idea expressed in the main clause. On the other hand, when an author uses several
brief sentences in a row, no one senrence stands our. All are equally emphatic, and a
thoughtful author most likely has a rhetorical reason for structuring a passage that
way'

Short sentences are easier to grasp. A short sentence makes its point quickly and
olten with considerable force, as in this sample passage about authors and critics:
A person who pries into the private lives ol others, with no other motive but to
discover their faults and tell the world about them, deserves a name that can't
be published here, just like a reviewer who reads books with an eye toward
destroying the reputation of the author. Both are odious vermin.

a

The blunt closing sentence produces a mild jolt, especially because it sits next to
windy 5O-word sentence. The effect is intentional.

Sentence Structure
Experienced writers know how sentence parts should be arranged to convey meaning and affect a readert response to the sentence.,Of the three main sections of a sen-

lsngs-1hs beginning, the middle, and the end-the end is the best place for
emphasizing an idea. \fhy? Because the reader comes to a very brief stop at the end
of a sentence-brief, but still long enough for the last idea to sink in.
This principle underlies the use of so-called periodic sentences-sentences that
save the most important idea for the end. Compare these rwo sentences:

1.

A harmful economic system develops when a worker cannot get a job that
pays a enough to support a family

2.

When a worker cannot get a job that pays enough to support a family, a
harmful economic system develops.

Both sentences state their point clearly, but if the writer wanted to stress that certain conditions lead to a destructive economic system, the second sentence does it
more emphatically. In sentence 1, the main point is stated first but is then pushed
into the background by the example of the underpaid worker.
\7hat distinguishes a periodic sentence from its opposite, the loose sentence, is that
its thought is not completed until the end. In a way, the reader is held in suspense.
The loose sentence, in contrast, gives away its "secret" at the start. It follows the most
common structure of English sentences: subject-verb, as in Keuin called, or subjectverb-object: He used a cell phone.
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As you probably know, every sentence has a main clause consisting of at least a
ill a simple sentence needs to be complete-a subject and
a verb. Even if many modifiers and objects are added, it still remains a simple

subject and a verb. That's
sentence.

For example, both of the following sentences, despite the dispariry in their length,
are simple sentences:

Berkeley admitted Sarah.

Situated on the eastern side of San Francisco Bay, Berkeley, the University of
California's flagship institution, admitted Sarah as a freshman in the class of
2008, to the delight not only of Sarah her,self but to the satisfaction of her
family, teachers, and friends.

Leaving aside the wordiness and wisdom of including so much miscellaneous
information in the second sentence, you sdll find a simple declarative senrenceBerkelry adrnitted Sarah-lurl<tng within its jumble of modifiers, participles, prepositional phrases, and appositives.
To turn a simple sentence into a compound sentence, add a conjunction, a word
like and or but, as in
Berkeley admitted Sarah and she was delighted.

Ytu can infer from this example that a compoundsenrence is made up of at least
two simple sentences joined by a conjunction. \fhat is rhetorically noteworthy about
a compound sentence is that the author gives more or less equal emphasis to the
information in each of the clauses. Clauses of equal rank and srrucrure are called
coordinate clauses and are joined by coordinating conjunctions (and, but, or, nor, yet, so)
and sometimes by a semicolon with connective words llke houteuer, morexaer, neuertheless, otherwise, therefore, consequently, and others. In this case, whether logical or
not, Saraht acceptance has been given equal importance to her reaction to the news.
If the author's intent, however, is to emphasize Sarah's state of mind, the sentence
might best be turned into a czmplex sentence-that is, a sentence that contains both
a subordinate and a main clause:
Because Berkeley admitted her, sarah was delighted. (subordinate clause
italicized)

Here, the cause-and-effect relationship between rhe rwo ideas is made clearer. The
addition of a subordinating conjunction because gives prominence to the information in the main, or independent, clause. (Other widely used subordinating conjunctions include ahhough, before, euen tbough, while, unless, rf; and when.)

The Sound of Sentences
Some AP exam questions may well ask you to consider the sounds found
sage. For one, you should recognize

in a pas-

onomatopoeia-words that imitate the sound
they describe. Is there a more expressive word than mnAn, for example, to make the
sound of . . . well, a moan? Similarly, murmwresembles the sound of a murmur. And
other words, too-boom, buzz, clang, crack, and so on-all echo their sense.
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You should also be attuned to alliteration, the repetition of initial sounds in
words and syllables, as in Peter Piper picked a peck ofpichled pepprrs. Sometimes such
repetition is for ornament, but authors sometimes use it for emphasis as in such
words x flim-fam and phrases such as fickle fortane and bed and breakfast. (Turn to
the Glossary, P. 375, for defnitions of other terms rehted to sound: assonance, consonance, and thyme.)
Unlike rhlthm in music, the rhythm of prose is more subtle. Rhythmic sentences
dont have a foot-tapping beat, but they often possess a graceful combination of
sounds, accents, phrases, and pauses. Authors intentionally use rhythm to arouse
emotions. In fact, rhythm can have at least as much power as well-chosen words to
create an emotional effect. A passage that is meant to create a sense of peace and calm
demands a slow; even rhythm, as in this sample of prose from the pen of the
American naturalist/writer Edward Abbey. Describing early morning in the desert,
he writes:
The sun is not yet in sight but signs of the advent are plain to see. Lavender
clouds sail like a fleet of ships across the pale green dawn; each cloud,
planed flat on the wind, has a base of fiery gold. Southeast, twenty miles by
line of sight, stand the peaks of the Sierra La Sal, twelve to thirteen thousand
feet above sea level, all covered with snow and rosy in the morning sunlight.
The air is dry and clear as well as cold; the last fogbanks left over from last
night's storm are scudding away like ghosts, fading into nothing before the
wind and the sunrise.

In an entirely different mood, Abbey writes on the topic "tanscendence":
It is this which haunts me night and day. The desire to transcend my own
limits, to exceed myself, to become more than I am. How? I don't know. To
transcend this job, this work, this place, this kind of life-for the sake of
something superlative, supreme, exalting. But'where? Again, how? Don't
know. lt will come of itself . . . like lightning, like rain, like God's gift of grace,
in its own good time. (lf it comes at all.)
passage, the inner turmoil Abbey feels about himself is revealed in the short,
choppy phrases, the combination of questions and fragmentary sentences, and the
clipped rhl"thm of his thoughts.
A typical question on the exam may ask about the effects of rhythm in a passage.
Perhaps the author intentionally used it to arouse emotions.

In this

Diction
Diction, or word choice, is one of the elements of sryle that gives each persont writing a qualiry that is is uniquely his or her own. Diction determines whether an
author has succeeded in communicating a particular message to a particular audience. In the following passage, from an article titled "Fenimore Cooper's Literary
Offenses," Mark Twain comments on the diction of a well-regarded American writer.
Cooper's word sense was singularly dull. When a person has a poor ear for
music, he will flat and sharp right along without knowing it. He keeps near the
tune, but it is not the tune. When a person has a poor ear for words, the result
is a literary flatting and sharping; you perceive what he is intending to say, but
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you also perceive that he doesn't say it. This is Cooper. He was not a word
musician. His ear was satisfied with lhe approximateword.I will furnish some
circumstantial evidence in support of this charge. My instances are gathered
from half a dozen pages of the tale called Deerslayer. He used "verbal" for
"oral"; "precision" for "facility"; "phenomena" for "marvels"; "necessary" for
"predetermined"; "unsophisticated" for "primitive"; "preparation" for
"expectancy"; "rebuked" for "subdued"; "dependent on" for "resulting from";
"fact" for "condition"; . . . "brevity" for "celerity"; "distrusted" for "suspicious";
"mental imbecility" for "imbecility"; "eyes" for "sight"; "counteracting" for
"opposing"; . . . . There have been daring people in the world who claimed that
Cooper could write English, but they're all dead now.
Apparently, Cooper's diction left much to be desired. In Twain's view, Cooper was
insensitive to the connotation of many, many words. He may well have known the
definitions of words, but he had a so-called tin ear when it came to understanding
the words in context. He seems deaf to the feelings that words represent, and, therefore, chose his words badly.
Authors usually can select from several possibilities words that are best suited to
their purposes. For instance:
insult/slur, spit/expectorate, complain/gripe, excellent/superior, eaVstuff one's
face

The words in each pair mean more or less the same thing, but none is a perfect synonym for another. Some are plain, others are fancy. Some are clinical, euphemistic,
or slang; each has a distinct connotarion

Connotation
\Words derive their connotation from
two sources: people's common experience and

an individual's personal experience. tVords represent not only ideas, events, and
objects, but also the feelings we attach to ideas, events, and objects. Thus, the word
rat represents a certain kind of 16dsn1-2rnong other things. That is its denotatiue
meaning. But a rat also evokes in us feelings of fear and disgust-its connotation.
\Thatis true of ratis also true of countless otherwords: mlther, home, candy, monel,
greAse, America, dog and so on. They all evoke feelings and ideas.
Connotations may change over time, and our personal experience often adds connotative value to words that may at first mean nothing beyond their definition.
Sciendfic words that at one time merely named physical phenomena or technical
achievements-cloning; abortion, tatatD.corll-.have since acquired rich connotative
meanings.

Really good descriptive writing often gets its power from the author's choice of
connotative words. The more closely you read a passage, the more you may enjoy it.
Notice how the following passage employs connotation ro creare a graphic impression ofa very agreeable place:
There couldn't be a more idyllic spot in May than Albion, on the Mendocino
coast. The land, strung between redwood groves and sea, is lush with flowers.
Summer crowds are weeks away, and it's still possible to find a quiet beach or
stroll the cliffs above the ocean without seeing another soul. Four miles from
the coastal highway, the road narrows, loses its paving, and curves into the
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woods. A graveled driveway winds to a graceful country house close to a pond
and surrounded by park-like grounds. A trellis of interlocking timbers draped
with vines leads to the front door of the house. A Chinese lantern hangs
overhead. From high on a post a clay mask stares at passersby. Pieces of
driftwood lie on a wooden bench weathered to a silver-grey. Attention has
been paid to make visitors feel welcome.

In familiar but carefully chosen words the author of the passage has tried to convey how pleased he was to be *1s1s-2 feeling he wants his readers to share.
References to things that most people enjoy and value-redwood groves, flowers, a
quiet beach, a country house-create a sense of peace and pleasure.

Metaphorical Language
to deal with quesdons that refer to the most common figures of speech found in non-fiction prose:
Because figures of speech often reved an author's tone, be prepared

.
.
.
.
.
.

Metaphor
Simile

Allusion
Analogy

Metonymy
Synecdoche

fu

a group, these figures of speech constitute what might be called generaily
metaphorical language.
\X4ren an author cant find the exact words to describe a feeling or to capture experiences that seem almost inexpressible, a metaphgr may come to the rescue: "She has
a voice of gold," says the music critic, using'a metaphor to express not only the
beauty of her voice but also its value. Indeed, in a particular context the metaphor
could mean that the singer makes big money with her voice. Figures of speech are
economical. They condense a lot of thought and feeling into a few words. Ernie Pyle,
a famous \World War II war correspondent, reported his stories as though they were
being told by the average Gi lying in a foxhole. He said, "I write from a wormt eye
point of view" The idea gives a fresh slant to an old expression and cogently fixes
Pyles position on the battlefield.
Because metaphorical language evokes mental images, it has a good deal to do
with the emotional content of a piece of writing. If an author relies on trite, secondhand expressions to convey an idea, using such metaphors as walhing on air or life in
the fast lane, you can fairly well conclude that the author may have nothing new or
surprising to say. On the other hand, a passage full of fresh metaphorical language
may give readers rich new insights and understandings.

Allusion
An allusion-an implied or direct reference to something in history or culture-is,
like a richly connotative word, a means to suggest far more than it says. An allusion
of a single word or phrase can expand the reader's understanding more completely
than a long, discursive comparison. You may know Robert Frostt poem "Out,
Out . . ," a narrative poem that recounts a farmyard accident that takes the life of

TIP
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ayoungboy.Athemeofthepoem,theuncertainryandunpredictabilityoflife,is
Macbeth's soliloquy upon
;i;J.f." in the titl., *hi.h yor, *"1know comes frombut
a walking shadow' ' ' .''
his wife's d.ath, "out, o,r,, bri.f ."ndle./Life's
hearing of

the

and
i, ,"fltttion on both the tragedy of a-p-relature death "out,
"
read
of life. \7hile readers unfamililr with Macbeth mav
t;;;;;;1..,,
to shakespeare's play
out . . . with ir,righr "rrl fi."r,rr., understanding the ailusion

Macbeths speech

enriches the exPerience.

to the. general tone and purpose
n the overall effect that the author has
of the passage *ill gr"t."on readers "rrd *e"k
clear sense of purpose or just doesnt
in mind. It also ,"gg"r" ,h", the author lacks a
this attempt to
il; how to ".tii"..r. a particular_p::por..Take, for example,
of tirne:
how memories of childhood fade with the passing

M.,"phori."i l"ng.r"ge that

seems inappropriate

describe

Asyougrowolder,yourmemoryofchildhoodisobliter.atedlikeHiroshima
after the bomb.

After all, memories fade slc'wly' not
Isnt it obvious that the author missed the point?
is lost in the incon."."ayr*i."lly. Vlh"t.ver tone the authoi may have intended
to capture the idea that memories erode
gruiry of the simile. A more appropriate way
gradually might be:
like sand dunes at the edge
As you grow older, memories of.;hildhood vanish
of the sea.

of

'

PerhaP-s the author purposely wrote
course, there may be another possibility.

To heighten interest, authors
an incongruous metaphor for a particular,Purpose.
an inappropriate or contradictory
often try to surprise ti.i, ,."d.rs. They introdu.e
oi contrast' They invent a figure of speech with
metaphor, fo, irrrr*.., t'
'^kt
'nt
a kind of tension or to make an
a connorarion that is ofr kilter in order to create
ironic or amusing comment'
DuringthespanishCir,il\far,ErnestHemingway,writinga.dispatch.from'the
"If their orJ.r, are to strafe the road on their
front lines, ,"id of ,h. ..r.-y pla-nes,
killed]. otherwise, when they are finished
way home, yo,, *itig., i, tu. *"r"ded or
horne'"
otrjective, they go off like bank clerks, fying
with their jobs on
""p"r.i.,il",
iglt..* and bank.'i"rk, .,'"y seem frivolous' but it does
The comparir"" .ii;;i;
scurry away,from their jobs.as quickly
make the point effectively. Both are eager to
bink clerks-generally harmless, well-meaning
as possible. fntor.o,r.r, Uf'.ontr"rting
the
,,rihl.r, fighter"s, Hemingway heightens the viciousness of

functionarier-*iJ

enemy aircraft strafing the people on the road'

AnalogY
defined in rvords like these: '4
Another form of comparison is the analogy, usually
seueral common characteristicr' An
comltarison of two objects or situ.atio.n, thot haue
uniike things, can simpli$' a comextended analogy,rrrrl*i"g parallels between two
1."* io*ofrl impression.ol" r:*.r. consider the tone estabpti"",.a id""
"
"rii
from a ,p.".h by President \floodrow \Tilson:
iirfr.a in the follo*ing

"i..rp,

of losing their tempers' and
I had a couple of friends who'were in the habit
habit of using very
when they losi their tempers they were in the

unparliamentarylanguage.Someoftheirfriendsinducedthemtomqkqa
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promise that they never would swear inside the town limits. When the impulse
next came upon them, they took a street car to go out of town to swear, and
by the time they got out of town they did not want to swear . . . . Now,
illustrating the great by the small, that is true of the passions of nations.

\wilson used this analogy in support
of his position that a counrry must not jump
into a war in the heat of passion. By using colloquial words (e.g., "a couple o?
friends") and telling a personal anecdote, \Wilson established a folksy tone. The analogy, which would be accessible ro every listener, draws on everyday experience, and
makes good common sense. \filson, in efFect, has taken on rhe persona of one of the
guys. Neither moralistic nor paniclry, h. creares the image of a fellow whose judgment the country can trust in a crisis.

Metonymy
An authort use of metonymy and synecdoche also contributes to the establishment
of tone. Unlike meraphors, which make comparisons, these rwo figures of speech
make substltudsns-usually something abstract for something concrete (oi vice
versa), a container for the thing contained (or vice versa), a paft for the whole, a cause

for the effect, and so on.
In the statement, "Marv has a good head," the word headhas been substituted for
brain (the container fog the thing contained). But headalso means "IQ" or "intelli-

gence"-both abstract concepts that are made more tangible by the use of head. To
some degree, meronymy can simplify an idea-unlike a metaphog which tends to
complicate a thought-particularly when a concrete substitution is made for an
abstraction, as in "Ydur hands made you rich," in which the word hands means occuJation, trade, or line of work.

Synecdoche
Sr-necdoche is a rype of metonymy, in which a parr is substituted for the whole, or
versa. Any time you use the word sail for ship ('A fleet of a hundred sails"), or
"'ice
:all a truck an eighteen-wheeler, you are using synecdoche. V4ren Hamlet is about to

rimove the body of Polonius from Gertrude's bedchamber, he says, "I'll lug the guts
rrio the neighbor room." His synecdoche guts clearly stands for corpse, but its con.lotation also suggests the disdain that Hamlet felt for Polonius. Indeed, both
netonyrny and synecdoche can be rich with implied meaning.
As you consider the metaphorical language in passages on the AP exam, keep in
:ind the passages'purpose and tone. Askyourself whether each figure of speech is
.ppropriate, and how it contributes to or detracts from the readert response.

Footnotes
- rree or four questions on the exam ask you to interpret information found in the
'- otnotes andlor a bibliography
that accompanies one of the passages. Footnoting is

--ically a shorthand method for giving readers

detailed information about where
author found specific material used in the passage. A bibliography is more gen'::1. it lists the works the author cited or consulted while doing research. Not every
stem presents information in exactly the same formar, but they all give readers
:,:entially the same information

*:
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For example, here are standard forms for citing boofts:
Author's Name, Titte of Book (Place of Publication: Publisher, Year), Page
Number

MichaelAndr6 Bernstein, conspirators (New York: Picador, 2oo4\, p.223

The same form is used for a book with two or more authors. The authors' names
are listed in the same order as on the bookt title page:
Richard Polay and Mark Restaino, Wines of the World (Sacramento: Prima,
2000), p. 76

If a book

has

four or more authors, however, only the first author is named. The co-

authors are listed as " et al"" meaning and otlters,
Dick Burns,

et

at,

otd Kew

Gardents:

A

History(New York: Metro Avenue

Press, 2006).

In a book with an editor but no author, the name of the editor is listed first and
followed by (ed.) as in

is

Matthew speier (ed.\, Fighting for Peace (Vancouver:Alt Green Press, 2006).

In

a

book with an editor and an author, the authork name is listed first,

as

in

Miles Hochman, Soap, Ed. Robert Moseman (Ossining, NY 1990)' p. 50
Some books-as well as shorter
Such a work is cited this way:

works-are published without saying who wrote it.

Attas of the wortd's Biggest Harbors (New York: Allison Press 2004).

Sometimes a corporation or organization takes credit for writing a work' as in
League of Veterans, The March of Patriots (Gettysburg, PA, 1985).

For a work published in an antholog;'' or other book:
Author's Name, "Title ol Article," Title of Boo& Name of Editor (Place of
Publication: Publisher, Year), Page Number
Lucinda Goo, "spectral Realities," Nineteenth Century Plein Air Painting, ed'
P.J. Steadman (White Plains, NY: Windmill Books, 2003), p' 333.

A passage may use material from a bookk introduction, preface, forward, or an afterword written by someone other than the author of the book:
Kenneth lverson, preface to Safe No More by Walter Lipow (New York: Victory
Press, 2003), p. xi.

Mastering Multi ple_Choice euestions
For material that comes from a multi-volume work, the number of the volume must
be included, as in
Edward Gilbert, The Rise and Fall of Ancient Rome (Chicago: Lakeshore
Press, 2006), Vol. 3, p. 332.
\Writers sometime refer
to material they found printed in a second-hand source. Say,
for example, that Book A contains an excerpt from Book B, and a writer quotes part
of the excerpt in a passage" Because the writer didnt ger rhe material directly from

Book B, a footnote must cite both Book A and Book B. The excerpr is listed first, its
source second.

Margorie Mottus, The Cliff Walker, as published in Rudolph Schmidt,
Dangerous Pursuits (New York: Beverly Publishers, 1999), p. 56.

For articles printed in magazines, newspapers, and other periodicals:
Author's Name, "Title of Article," Title of Periodical, Volume Number and/or
(Date), Page Number
Lilah Collins, "The Fairyland Myth," The Montclarion, (June 5, 2006), p. 60.

If you run into a footnote that seems incomplete-the authort name may be omitted, for example-the writer of the passage may have cited the name in the text, and
there is no need to repeat it in a footnote. Likewise, you may occasionally run inro a
footnote consisting only of the author's lasr name and a page number, as in
Altick, p. 35.

An abbreviated note often signifies that information about Alticks work was given
earlier in the article or chapter. Therefore, it's pointless to repear it. If, however, the
writer of the passage has used more than one ofAltick's works, the footnote needs to
specify which title is now being referred ro, as in
Altick, Preface to Critical Reading, p.43
Occasionally, yon may encounter a footnote containing multiple titles. This tells you
that the writer of the passage probably found two or more sources containing similar, if not identical, material:
Michael DiGennaro, "Teaching Wharton's The Age of lnnocence," Modern
Literary Studies, Vol 16, (2006), p. 455.
Joseph Downey, "Wharton's Age of Anxiety," Guide to Literary Theory, 14
November 2002, Columbia University, accessed 18 March 2006
< http : //ap p s. co I u m b i a. ed u/re s o u rce/l i b ra ry/S S 8g >

Documentation of scholarly journals, such as those named in the previous footnore,
usually include a volume number and/or issue number. Page numbers may also be
cumuladve, so that the first issue in a calendar year may contain pages 1-200, the
next issue starts on page 201, etc.
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ELECTRONIC SOURCES
cD-ROMs,
contemporary passages often cite electronic sources-emails, films,
.rp..i"llf th. Interner. Because web sites don't always publish- complete
DVDs,
"rrd
th.*r.l r.r, citations will vary, but you're aPt to find at least a few
information
"bo,r,
of the following:

.
'
'
'
.
.
.
'

Name of web site
Name of author and/or editor

Title of article
Title of online publication
Institutio nlorganization sponsoring site
The date material was posted on the web/date of revisions
Date that the author of the passage accessed the material
URL, often printed between rwo carets <

>

Example:
.,Find the Right College for You,,' CollegeBoard'com, posted March, 2006;
accessed 28 March 2007, <http://apps. cot tegeboard' com/search/index/isp>

TECHNIQUES FOR TACKLING READING PASSAGES
Passage

1

Questions 1-B
Read the following passage carefully before you answer the questions.
This passage comes

y

journalist.
the autobiograph\ af El.ward 8.1k,
!n.
lmerican
tht U.S. fom Holland. He and his family settled
Bok emigrated

fom

i

1g70, at ig, ,rrrn,
in Brooklyn. This excerpt recounts boyhood experience*

The elder Bok did not find his "lines cast in pleasant places" in the
united states. He found himself, professionally, unable to adjust the methAs a result
ods of his own land and of a lifetime to those of a new country.
soon
Edward
Line the fortunes of the transplanted family did not flourish, and
(5) saw his mother physically failing under burdens to rlhich her nature was
nor accusro-.d trot her hands toin.d. Then he and his brother decided to
buildrelieve their mother in the housework'by rising early in the morning,
ing the fire, preparing breakfasr, and washing the dishes before they went
to school. Aft.i r.hool they gave up their play hours, and swept and
wash
Q0) scrubbed, and helped their moiher to prepare the evening meal and
fall
upon
it
should
that
the dishes aft.rw"id. It was a curious coincidence
Edward thus to get a first-hand knowledge of woman's housework which
was to stand him in such practicd stead in later years'

M

Ir was not

for the parents to

aste

ri

ng

M u lti p

le_Choi ce

their boys thus forced to do work
before had been done by servants. And the capstone of humiliation seemed to be when Edward and his brother, after having for several mornings found no kindling wood or coal to build a fire,
decided ro go out evenings with a basket and pick up what would they
could find in neighboring lots, and the bits of coal spilled from the coal-bin
(20) of the grocery store, or left on the curbs before houses where coal had been
delivered. The mother remonstrated with the boys, altho'ugh in her heart
she knew that the necessity was upon them. But Edward h"d b..n started
upon his Americanization career, and answered: "This is America, where
one can do anything if it is honest. So long as we don't steal wood or coal,
(25) why shouldnt we get it?" And, turning away, the saddened mother said
nothing.
easy

(15) which only a short while

see

But while doing these homely chores was very effective in relieving the
untrained and tired mother, it added little to the family income. Edward
looked about and decided that the time had come for him, young as he was,
(301 to begin some sorr of wage-earning. But how and where? The answer he
found one afternoon when he was standing before the shop-window of a
baker in the neighborhood. The owner of the bakery, who had just placed
in the window a series of trays filled with buns, rarts, and pies, ."-. o,rtside to look at the display. He found the hungry boy wistfully regarding the
(35) tempting-looking wares.
"Look prery good, dont they?" asked the baker.

"They would," answered the Dutch boy with his national passion for
cleanliness, "if your window were clean."
"That's so, too," mused the baker. "Perhaps you'll clean it."

(40)

"I will," was the laconic reply. And Edwbrd Bok, there and then, got his
first job. He went in, found a step-ladder, and put so much Dutch .rr.rgy
into the cleaning of the large shop-window that the baker immediately
arranged with him to clean it every Tuesday and Friday afternoon after
school. The salary was ro be fifty cents per week!

1. The events described in rhe

passage are narrated by

(A) one of Edwardt parenrs
(B) Edward himself
(C) Edward's brother
(D) a participant in the events
(E) an outside observer

Explanation:
{uestions that ask you to identify or characterize the speaker in a passage appear reg--arly on the AP exam. To determine the identiry of the speaker i"
p"ti"g., lo&

-:.t for pronoun usage. A passage written in the first p.irorr-that".,y
is, usinp""1" o,
'
:"

r"-.1."t1y indicates that the speaker is writing from his or her own point of view
du, the speaker mav or may not be not be the same person as the aurhor;

l'61s
,

-:hors somedmes invent speakers whose words are used in the passage.)

Questions
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In this case, the author has chosen a narrator who speaks with the voice of someone who knows all the details but plays no part in the svsn15-in other words, an
omniscient observer. \7hen you consider that the passage is autobiographical, Bok
has made an unusual choice: By using the third Person ("hd')he writes as though
Edward were someone other than himself.
Choice (E) is the best answer.

2. \fhich of the following
elder Bok failed to find

phrases does the author use to illustrate that the
his "lines cast in pleasant places" (line 1)?

(A) "professionally, unable to adjust" (line 2)
(B) "transplanted family' (line 4)
(C) "physically failing" (line 5)
(D) "her nature was not accustomed" (lines 5-6)
(E) " capstone of humiliation' (lines 15-15)
Explanation:
in pleasant places" is a quotation, it is safe to assume
that it refers to somerhing that was said or something that occurred earlier in the
story. It might have been used, for example, when the family arrived in America and
Mr. Bok optimistically began searching for a job. Regardless of its precise context,
the opening sentence of the passage implies that Mr. Bok experienced some sort of
disappointmenr. Two reasons are given to explain the cause: 1) the familys fortunes
"did not fourish," and2) Mr. Bok's old-world professional methods were incompatible with his new environment.
Because the phrase "lines cast

(A) therefore, is the best answer.
(B) is not related to Mr. Bokt discontent.
(C) and (D) refer only to Mrs. Bok.
(E) relates to both of Edwardt parents, not only to Mr. Bok.

best describes the rhetorical function of the last
sentence of the first paragraph (lines 11-13)?

3. Which of the following

(A) It changes the tone of the passage from serious to lighthearted.
(B) k contrasts the personalities of Edward and his brother.
(C) It explains the general significance of the details contained in the
paragraph.

(D) h describes the state of the family's povery.
(E) It hints at a dilemma that will become important later in the

story.

Explanation:
To answer a quesrion about the rhetorical function of a sentence, you must try to
define what that sentence contributes to the passage. Also ask what it adds to the
meaning of the passage and whether it -affects the author's tone. Does it help to
develop the purpose of the passage, or does the sentence help the author achieve a
particular effect? In short, you must analyze the role that the sentence plays in the
Passage.
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Much of the first paragraph details the chores performed by Edward and his
brother. The last senrence draws a conclusion about the boys' efforts, saying, in
effect, that Edward's work was preparing him for the future.
(A) is incorrecr because the tone of the passage remains consisrenr.
(B) doesnt apply because we dont leagn much about the brother excepr that he
worked alongside Edward.
(D) should be rejected because the sentence has no relevance to the poverty of
the family.
(E) may be a tempting answer because of the phrase "later years," but the
sentence conrains no hint of a dilemma.
(C) is the besr answer.

4. In line

14, "wor?' refers to which of the following?

L fixing breakfast before school (line 8)
II. washing the dinner dishes (lines 10-11)
III. picking up bits of spilled coal (lines 1S-20)
(A) I only
(B) III only
(C) I and III only
(D) I and II only
(E) I, ll, and Ill
Explanation:
Before answering this question you should read the entire sentence in which the
word "work" appears. Note that the work in question had once been done by servants-presumably rhe servanrs who worked for the family back in Holland.
Nothing in the passage, howeveg suggests that the. servants wenr out looking for coal.
Note also that the sentence contains the phrase "thus forced," indicatingthat ruorh
refers to something stated earlier in the passage. Because the boys' decision to go our
looking for pieces of coal comes later (lines 18-20), the work alluded to do.s not

include item III.

5. In context,

the'expression "necessiry was upon rhem" (line 22) is best
interpreted as having which of the following meanings?

(A) It didnt matter
(B) Things would never

be the same

(C) The time had come ro meet the challenge
(D) k was all in a days work
(E) It could not be helped

Explanation:
1[rs. Bok found it difficult to permit her sons to scour the neighborhood for scraps
-'iwood and coal, but circumstances prevented her from doing anlthing about it.

only (E) expresses the idea that

:

=cision.

she had no choice but

to

accepr the boys'

g1
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6. Edward can best be described as a person who
(A) ir determined to go into business for himself
(B) has made up his mind not to follow in his father's footsteps
(C) believes that honesty is the best policy
(D) ir quick to seize opportunities that come his way
(E) can be counted on to keep his word
Explanation:
Much of the passage is devoted to a description of Edward's energy and initiative.
\Whether he is out scrounging for bits of coal and wood or talking his way into a parttime job as a window washer, he uses his quick mind to get ahead.
(A) cannot be the correct answef. Even though Edward seems to be very ambitious, the passage does not contain enough information to support it.
(B) is not mentioned in the Passage.
(C) is probably true, but Edward's honesty is not emphasized in the passage.
(D) accurately describes one of Edwardt most important traits.
(E) may also be valid, but Edward's integriry is not discussed.

7. \7hich of the following

themes best serves to unify the passage?

(A) the rundown neighborhood in which the Boks lived
(B) a passion for cleanliness
(C) a closely-knit family
(D) the difficulty of assimilating into American life.
(E) the generation gap berween the Bok parents and children
Explanation:
(A) is not a valid choice because the passage does not describe the neighborhood.
(C) ir implied, but is not significant enough to contribute to the unity of the
passage.

(D) and (E)

are not discussed in the Passage.
(B) is the best choice. Edward's "passion for cleanliness" is suggested by his afterschool sweeping and scrubbing of the house (lines 9-10), by the fact that his
knowledge of housework will "stand him in such practical stead in later years"
(line 13), and by his acquisition of a job as the bakery's window cleaner.

8. The sryle of the passage as a whole

can best be characterized

as

(A) descriptive and informal
(B) abstract and profound
(C) plain and analytical
(D) subtle and inspirational
(E) symbolic and sentimental

Explanation:
Each choice consists of two adjectives. For a choice to be correct, both adjectives
must accurately describe the sryle of the passage.
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(B) is an unlikely choice because the passage is full of concrere detail.
Nor does it
contains profound thoughts and ideas.
(C), (D)' and (E) all contain adjectives that charact erize the passage: plain, inspi'
rational, and sentimental. But the other adjective in each p"ii do., ,rot
(A) is the best choice, for the author takes pains to describe the plight of"pply.gok
rL.
family and what Edward and his broth., jo to help. The last ,..r[., of the passage describes what Edward does and says while looking for a job. The story
is iold
in a friendly, casual manner. Note, for example, that several sentences start with
"But" and "And"-just one characteristic of informal, conversational prose.

Passage 2
Questions 9-17
Read the following passage carefully before you answer the questions.
This passage,

uritten in the 1960s, isfom an anthologlt on the bistory of

uiolence

in

America.

Unquestionably the longest and most remorseless war in American history was the one between whites and Indians that began in Tidewater,
virginia, in 1607 and continued with only tempor"ry tr,r.., for nearly 300
Line years down to the final massacre at \(/ounded Knee, South Dakota in i ggO.
(5) The implacable hostiliry that came to rule white-Indian relations was by no
means inevitable. The small Indian population that existed in the conrinental United States allowed plenry of room for expansion of white settlement.
The economic resources of the white settlers were such that the Indians
could have been easily and fairly reimbursed for the land needed for occu(10) pation by the whites. In fact, a model of peaceful white-Indian relations was
developed in l7th-century New England by John Eliot, Roger \filliams,
and other Puritan sraresmen. The same was rrue in l8th-century
Pennsylvania, where villiam Pennt humane and equitable policy toward
the Indians brought that colony decades of white-Indian amiry.l Racial
(15) prejudice and greed in the mass of New England whites finally reaped the
whirlwind in King Phillipt lVar of 1675-76, which shattered the peaceful
New England model.2 Much later the same sorr of thing happened in
Pennsylvania in 1753 when Pontiac's Rebellion (preceded by incrersing
tensions) ended the era of amicable white-Indian relations in the Keystone
(20) colony.
Other Indian wars proliferated during the 17th and 1Sth cenruries, nor
did the pace of the confict slacken in the 19th century. It is possible that
no other factor has exercised a more brutalizing influence on tle American
character than the Indian wars. The struggles with the Indians have some(25) times been represented as being "just" wars in the inrerest of promoting
superior \(/estern civilization at the expense of the crude srone-age cult,rr.
of the Indians. The recent ethnohistorical approach to the interpretation of
white-Indian relations has given us a more balanced understanding of the
relative merits of white and Indian civilizations. The norms oilr,di"rt
(301 warfare were, howevet at a more barbaric level than those of \(/estern
Europe. Among the Indians of Eastern America rorrure was an accepted
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and customary part of warmaking.3

.
(35)

(40)

In their violent encounters

with

Indians, the white settlers brought themselves down to the barbaric level of
Indian warfare. Scalping was adopted by white men,4 and down to the very
last battle at \Tounded Knee, lifting the hair of an Indian opPonent was the
usual practice among experienced white fighters. Broken treaties, unkept
promises, and the slaughter of defenseless women and children, along with
the un-European atrocity of taking scalps, continues to characterize the
white American's mode of dealing with the Indians. The effect on our
national character has not been a healthy one; it has done much to shape
our proclivity to violence.
1

Dougla-s E. Leach,The

Northern Colonial Frontier, 1607-1763 (Nera Yorh et al.: Hob,

Rineiart dr'Winston, t19661). See

also

Aldm T. Vaughan, New England Frontier: Puritans and

Indians, 1620-1675 (Boston andToronto: Little' Broutn t19651).
E. Leach,Flintlocks and Tomahawk: New England in King Phillip's
W V! Norton paPerbach, t966).

2 Douglas

\(ar

(Netu Yorh:

3 Leach,

Northern Colonial Frontier' pp. 12-13'
Leach,Northern Colonial Frontier, p, 112. William T, Hagan,American Indians (Chicago:
Uniuersity of Chicago Press, 1961) is a general history in uhich tbe major Indian wars are du[t

a

treated.

9. \Which of the following

best states the main subject of the passage?

(A) A tragedy that should never have hapPened
(B) Problems of colonial America
(C) The long-term effects of conflict between whites and Indians
(D) The history of violence in America
(E) Consequences of racial prejudice and greed

Explanation:
To find the main subject you must read the whole passage, then step back frorn its
many details in order to determine what the author is really saying. Because this particular passage tells of horrific events in American history, you might be distracted
from its true subject. Dont let that happen to you. Instead, look for general statements that capture the essence of the Passage.
(A) is a reasonable inference to draw from the passage, but the passage contains
little evidence to support it as the primary subject.
(B), (D), and (E) are broad subjects, far too general to be the subject of a short
Passage.

(C) ir the best answer. In one way or other, the author reiterates the idea that
Americans tend toward violence, a characteristic with roots in the long history of
white-Indian conflict. See lines 22-24 and 3941.
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10. In which of the foilowing did the author most likely stretch the truth for the
purpose of creating a rhetorical effect?

(A) "unquestionably

the longest and most remorseless war in American
history''(lines 1-2)
(B) "hostiliry . . .was by no means inevitable" (lines 5-6)
(c) "\william Penn's humane and equitable policy. . .brought . . . decades of
white-Indian amiry" (lines 13-15)
(D) "The norms of indian warfare were . . . at a more barbaric level than
those of \Testern Europe" (lines 29-31)
(E) "The efFect on our national character has not been a healthy one" (lines
39-40)

Explanation:
Authors use rhetorical effects for numerous reasons: to emphasize ideas, to provoke
thought, to arouse readers' emotions, etc. Your task now is to decide which of the
choices contains hyperbole-an overstatement or exaggeration used to create an effect.
All the choices with the exception of (C) contain provocative ideas. But the one
that exaggerates the truth more than any other is (A), a sraremenr containing such
extreme words as " Unquestionably," " longest," and " most remorselesi'-words that are
meant to surprise, if not shock, the reader. Appearing at the start of the passage, those
words serve the authort purpose-to capture the readert attention. Once you've read
the sentence, it is hard to resist reading the next one, and perhaps the next one after
that, in order to understand what lies behind the author's remarkable asserrion.

11. \fhich of the following is an accurate reading of footnote 1 (line

14)?

(A) Itr his book The Northern colonial Frontier 1607*1763, Douglas E.
Leach cites the work of Alden T. Vaugl.ran.
is quoted in Leacht book.
some of the same matters discussed in Vaughant

(B) A passage by Vaughan
(C) Leach's book discusses
book.

(D) Holt, Rinehart

(E)

and \Winston are the editors of Leacht book.

The Nortbern Colonial Frontier, 1607-1763 deals with the history of New
York and orher srares

Explanation:
This question is strictly about footnotes and can be answered even if you havent read
a word of the passage. Familiarity with details of documenrarion will lead you to the
correct answer (See paga B5-SB). Footnote 1 cites two different books. Your job is to
explain why.
(A) is wrong because the footnote gives no indication that one aurhor quoted
another. Had Leach quoted Vaughan, part of the footnote would read "cited by
Leach," or something to that effect.
(B) is the same as (A).
(C) accurately explains the reason that both titles appear in the same foomote. It
is the correct answer.
(D) Holt, Rinehart and'Winston are the publishers of the book, not its editors. In
footnotes editors are always identified by " eds." or a similar noration.
(E) NewYork is the place of publication and is unrelated to the bookt conrenrs.
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L2. The primary function of lines 6-14 ts to suPport which of the following
ideas?

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

That the war berween whites and Indians lasted longer than any other
That the white-Indian hostility was resolved at \Wounded Knee
That confict between whites and Indians could have been avoided
That whites and Indians should share the blame equally for years of
conflict
(E) That whites and Indians fought constantly from 1607 to 1890

Explanation:
Each senrence from line 6 to 14 develops the statement in lines 5_-6 thathostiliry
between whites and Indians "was by no means inevitable." Putting it another way,
the author asserrs that white-Indian relations didnt have to be hostile, and devotes
lines 5-14 to explain why.
(C) is the only choice that correctly identifies the idea supported by lines 6-14.

13. Taken altogether, the footnotes in this

passage suggest that

(A) historians should rely only on recent works
(B) the author wants his work to seem scholarly
(C) for historical backgroundinformation, the author depended heavily on
the work of others
(D) the author wrote this passage to appeal to an audience of historians

(E) almost nothing

was published about antagonism between whites and
Indians prior to the 1960s

Explanation:
Authors generally use footnotes for no other reason than to give credit to others for
ideas and quotations. It's possible of course to guess that an author has other motives,
roo, such as to fatter a colleague who has written on the same subject. But the footnotes themselves reveal nothing about an author's hidden agenda.
For that reason, eliminate (B) and (D).
(A) seems like a valid point but the footnotes fail to suggest that historians ought
ro rely solely on recent works. Recent books may contain the latest information
and up-to-date interpretations of history, but they're not necessarily more relevant
or more informative than works of the past.
(E) is almost absurd. To be sure, the works cited all come from the 1960s (when
the passage was written), but it is unreasonable to assume that three hundred years
of white-Indian conflict had been ignored until then.
(C) is the best answer. The passage contains many of the authort own opinions,
but for background, the author went to the works of others.
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14. Thc organization of the passage can best be described

as

(A) an interpretation of the pasr supported by published documentation
(B) a chronological account of a historical situation and its influence today
(C) the presentation of a problem and several possible solutions
(D) an examination of historical events from two different perspecrives
(E) the refutation of a thesis using evidence arranged chronologically
Explanation:
The passage opens with a generalization about the extended war berween whites and
Indians. Employing a chronological approach, the passage then lists several evenrs in
the centuries-long struggle. Emphasizing the brutality used by both sides, the author
argues that this history of bloodshed and violence has left an unhealthy mark on the
American character.
(A) has some merit because the passage is an interpretation of a certain historical
condition. The second part of the description disqualifies it as the answer, howeveE because the author supports his views not with published documentation but
with his own opinions.
(C) it only partly accurate. The passage discusses a long-standing problem but
offers no solutions.
Neither (D) nor (E) comes close to describing the passage accurately.
(B) is the besr answer.

15. Footnote 4 (line 34) has been included in the passage to tell readers that the
information in lines 32-34

(A) was revealed for rhe first time in 1951
(B) appears in an article entitled American Indianswritten by Villiam T Hagan
(C) was found by a researcher at the University of Chicago
(D) describes a practice that probably began berween 1607 and 1763
(E) came from the paperback edition of a book wrirten by Douglas E. Leach

Explanation:
To answer this question, you must read not oniy footnote 4 but others, too, because
one of the works listed in footnote 4-a book by Leach-is also cited in footnotes 1
and 3.
(A) cannot be confirmed by the footnotes. It's true that a book published in 1961

footnoted information but there's no way to tell whether it originated
in Hagan's book.
(B) is incorrect because book titles are italicized and the names of articles appear
inside quotation marks.
(c) is ,rotr.rr.. Although the Universiry of Chicago Press published Hagant
book, it's impossible to tell from the footnote where the research was done.
(D) According to the footnote, rhe information came from Leach's book, The
Northern Colonial Frontier, 1607-1763. Although one cant be absolutely sure,
whites probably began taking scalps ar some point during those 150 years. (D) it
discusses the

the best answer.
(E) represents a misreading of the footnotes. The only paperback cited is another
title by Leach, in footnote 2.
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16. According to the speaker, white settlers engaged in all of the following
practices EXCEPT

(A) p"yitg Indians for the use of their land for settlement
(B) treating native Americans humanely
(C) failing to abide by treaties and bargains
(D) taking the lives of innocent people
(E) believing that whites were superior to Indians
Explanation:
To answer this question you must search the passage for references to each of the
choices. The one you dont find is the correct answer.
(A) is the correet answer. It names a practice avoided by white settlers. In fact, the
author makes the point (lines 8-10) that the whites could have reimbursed the
Indians for their land but didnt.
(B) is discussed in lines 10-14
(C) and (D) are mentioned in the last paragraph, lines 36-38.
(E) is deatt with by the sentence beginning "The struggles with" (line 24).

17. The

speaker's tone at the end

described

as

of the passage (Iines3941) can best be

,'' ;i

(A) agitated
(B) remorseful
(C) pessimistic
(D) tussy
(E) devastated
Explanation:
tVhenever you see the word tlne on the AP exarn, think of the speakert attitude or
state of mind. Ask yourselfi "\7hat is going on in the speaker's head and heart as he
writes the passage?"
\7hen the speaker, at the end ofthis passage reflects on the national character of
Americans, the rone is dark, disapproving, alinost sad. The choice that best captures
that feeling is (C).
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Passage 3

Questions 1B-28
Read the following passage carefully before you answer the questions.
This passage is

an excerptfom a book written early in the twentieth century.

"Do you wiz zo haut can be?"
That was what the guide asked, when we were looking up at the bronze
horses on the Arch of Peace. It meant, Do you taish to go up there? I give it
Line as a specimen of guide-English. These are the people that make life a bur(5) den to the tourist. Their tongues are never still. They talk forever and forever, and that is the kind of billingsgatel they use. Inspiration itself could
hardly comprehend them. If they would only show yov a masterpiece of
art, or a venerable tomb, or a prison-house, or a battlefield, hallowed by
touching memories, or historical reminiscences, or grand traditions, and
(10) then step aside and hold still for ten minures and let you think, it would
not be so bad. But they interrupt every dream, every pleasant train of
thought, with their tiresome cackling. Sometimes when I have been standing before some cherished old idol of mine that I remembered years and
years ago in pictures in the geography at school, I have thought I would give
(15) a whole world if the human parrot at my side would suddenly perish where
he stood and leave me gaze, and ponder, and worship.

(20)

No, we did not "wtz zo haut can be." \7e wished ro go ro La Scala, the
largest theater in the world, I think they call it. \7e did so. It was a large
place. Seven separate and distinct masses of humaniry-six great circles and
a monster parquette.2

\7e wished to go to the Ambrosian Library, and we did that also. \7e saw a
manuscript of Virgil, with annotations in the handwriting of Petrarch, the
gentleman who loved another mant Laura, and lavished upon her all
through life a love which was clear waste of the raw material. It was sound
Q5) sentiment, but bad judgment. It brought both parties fame, and created a
fountain of commiseration for them in sentimental breasts that is running
yet. But who says a word in behalf of poor Mr. Laura? (I do not know his
other name.) Vho glorifies him? \X/ho bedews him with tears? \(ho writes
poetry about him? Nobody. How do 1'ou suppose he llked the state of
(30) things that has given the world so much pleasure? How did he enjoy having another man following his wife everywhere and making her name a
familiar word in every garlic-exterminating mouth in Italy with his sonners
to her preempted eyebrows? They got fame and sympathy-he got neither.
This is a peculiarly felicitous instance of what is called poetical justice. It is
'35) all very fine; but it does not chime with my norions of right. It is too onesided-too ungenerous. Let the world go on fretting about Laura and
Petrarch if it will; but as for me, my tears and lamentations shall be lavished
upon the unsung defendant.
l
coarse or ffinsiue language
2the louestfaor ofa theater;

the orcl)estra section
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18. The opening sentence of the first main paragraph (lines 2-3) contains all of
the following EXCEPT

(A) a proper noun
(B) a personal pronoun
(C) a dependent clause
(D) prepositional phrases
(E) parallelism
Explanation:
This is one of the few grammar questions you'll find on the AP exam. To answer the
quesrion you need to know about sentence structure and be familiar with basic grammatical terminology.
Examine the sentence in the passage. Look for the features listed in the five
choices. The one feature that doesn't appear is the correct answer. (NOTE: The exam
usually conrains two or three questions that ask you to identify the exception, or to
name which of several choices apply-as in Question 19.)
(A) is not a good choice because the Arch af Peace is a proper noun.
(B) is incorrect because we is a personal pronoun.
(C) ir not the correct choice because the sentence contains a subordinate clause
(when

(D)

?pe u)ev'e

looking).

is wrong because the sentence contains

wo

prepositional phrases: at the

bronze horsei and on the Arch of Peace.
(E) is the best answer, determined by the process of elimination.

19. In hne 12, the word "cackling" derives its effect from

I. its use as a description of human speech
II. its position as the last word in the sentence
III. the sound of the word
(A) i only
(B) I and II only
(C) I and III only
(D) II and III only
(E) I, II, and III
Explanation:
The question implies that readers will find the word "cackling" unusual in some way.
Your job is to determine why.
It goes without saylng that chickens, turkeys, and other fowl are known ts s2skls-W4rat
about the position
not humans. Therefore, Roman numeral I is a good choice.
of "caclding" in the sentence? Beginnings and endings are often places of prominence
in a sentence. Knowing that, writers make an impact on a reader by saving a catchy
or unusual word for the end. Roman numeral II, therefore, is also a valid answer.
As for Roman numeral III, you must ask yourself whether the sound of the word
"cackling" has a particular force. It probably does because it is somewhat onomatopoeic-that is, it sounds like the action it describes. Because all three descriptions fit, (E) is the best answer to this question.

.
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20. The guide's question (line 1) is written in nonsensical language

because the

narrator

(A) disapproves of guides who talk too much
(B) does not speak Italian
(C) cannot understand what the guide is sayrng
(D) would rather be at home where English is spoken
(E) would prefer that the guide keep his mouth shut

Explanation:
Look for the answer to this question in lines 2-16, which provide a conrexr for the
statement and also reveal the narrator's state of mind.
Several of the choices seem to be potential answers because they accurately
describe the narratort opinions. But dont be misled. These so-called distracrors are
meant to draw unwary students away from the question being asked.
(A) is a tempting answer because the narrator disapproves of guides whose
"tongues are never still." But remember that the question is about those opening
words, and there is no clear link beween the nonsense syllables that the narrator
hears and the amount of talking done by the guide.
(B) may seem valid because itt quite possible that the narraror doesnt speak
Italian. But that fact is not related to the opening words, which are meanr to represent the sounds that the narrator hears.
(D) may also be true, but the narratort longing for home is not evident an).where
in the passage.
(E) resembles (A). It may accurately convey the narrarort feelings but is unrelated
to the use of nonsensical language .
That leaves Choice C. Because the narrator cannot understand the guidet words,
he mocks them. Indeed, later he adds, "Inspiration itself could hardly comprehend
them" (lines 6-7). (C) is the besr answer. :'

21. The sights listed in lines 7-8 arethings and

places that

(A) tourists favor
(B) Italy has in great abundance
(C) inspire dreams
(D) demand visitors respect
(E) provoke emotions

Explanation:
The answer to the question is found in the overall context and tone of the passage.
(B) should be eliminated because the passage contains no evidence that Italy is
abundantly endowed with masterpieces of art, venerable tombs, and so forth.
(Italy, in fact, has plenry of art and rombs, but the passage doesnt imply that.)
(C), (D), and (E) are all panly true, but not all rhe places listed inspire dreams,
demand respect, or provoke emotions. Some do, some dont.
(A), being the most inclusive choice, is the best answer.
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22. Thetone in the clause "and we did that also" (line 21) suggests that the
narrator

(A) relishes seeing all the sights
(B) is tired of traveling in Italy
(C) remembers seeing a photo of the Ambrosian Library in a geography
schoolbook

(D) ir an indifferent tourist
(E) dutifully follows the guide from place to place

Explanation:
To answer this question, you must know the definition of 16ns-1hs author's attitude toward hisiubject. If you re-read the previous paragraph (lines 17-20), you'Il
find that the narraror could hardly care less about the opera house and the libraryat least until he lays eyes on the Virgil manuscript.
(A) is highly unlikely, considering the totality of the narratort account of his time
in Italy.
(B) may be valid to a point, although the narrator never states outright that he'd
like to go home.
(C) has no basis in fact.
(D) the correct answer, is evident in the narrator's account of La Scala and of his
visit to the Ambrosian Library'
(E) seems reasonable except that the nafrator twice says, "we wished to go . . .,"
imptying an acr of volition that is contrary to follorving the guide around from
place to place.

23. lJpon seeing Petrarch! handwriting on the Virgil manuscript (line 22), the
narrator

(A) refects on the nature of the love between Petrarch and Laura
(B) understands why tourists are drawn to the Ambrosian Library
(C) realizes that het in the presence of a rare literary masterpiece
(D) wonders why Petrarch got away with defacing the manuscript
(E) imagines the consequences of Petrarcht love for Laura

Explanation:
In the last paragraph of the passage, the narrator focuses not on the Virgil manuscript
per sebuton Petrarcht annotations. Petrarcht handwritten notes inspire the narrator
to ref.ct on Petrarch's relationship with Laura. Rather than sentimentalize Petrarcht
love, the narrator thinks about "Mr. Laura," the "wronged" husband. In that sense,
Choice (E) most accurately describes the narrator's response to the Virgil manuscript.
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24. In line 24, "a clear

waste of raw material" is best interpreted to mean that

(A) Petrarch's love of Laura was unrequited
(B) Petrarch should have loved another woman
(C) Petrarch's sonnets were of poor qualiry
(D) Petrarcht annotations on Virgil's manuscript were pointless
(E) Too many tears have been spilled over the sad story of Petrarch

and Laura

Explanation:
Questions that ask you to interpret the meaning of a sample of figurative language
are popular on AP exams.
The metaphot "clear waste of raw material" refers to "a love" that evidently was
unhappy, making Choice (A) the besr answer. If you piece together the story from
hints in the passage, it seems that Petrarch loved Laura, who was married to another
man. His love lasted a long time ("lavished upon her all through life"), and brought
the pair not only fame but sympathy ("created a fountain of commiseration').
Hindsight suggests that Petrarch might have been better off loving another

vren1x1-Qhoice (B)-but then his famous love sonnets might never have been
written. Neither (C) nor (D) are nor supponed by material in the passage. (E) is suggested by lines 36-37 ("Let the world go on fretting . . ."), but there is no obvious
connection to the phrase "a clear waste of raw material."

25. rn which of the following

senrences does the narraror use hyperbole to

convey the intensity of his feelings?

(A) Line 4: "These are the people . . ."
(B) Line 12: "Somerimes when L . ."
(C) Line 17: "We wished ro go . . ."
(D) Line 27: "Bur.who says a word . . ."
(E) Lines 34-35: "It is all very fine . . ."
Explanation:
To find the answer to this question you must recognize hyperbole, or overstaremenr.
Read all the sentences indicated by Choices (A)-(E). Look for an exaggeration
:neant to achieve a rhetorical effect.
(B) contains such an overstatement: "I would give the whole world if the human
parrot at my side would suddenly perish . . . ." The "whole world" is a lot to give
to be rid of the guide. Moreover, the authort wish that the guide 'would suddenly
perish" is an extreme measure that overstates his desire to be rid of the man.
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26. Vhich of the following best describes the narrator's overall

tone?

(A) admiring and respectful
(B) hostile and condescending
(C) contemptuous and hateful
(D) satirical and ironic
(E) moralistic and solemn
Explanation:
For a choice ro be correct, botlt the adjectives listed must accurately describe the narrator's tone.
In (A) neither adjective seems to apply.

(B) contains one appropriate adjective, condescending. From the outset, the narrator assumes an air of superiority toward the tour guide. But he is never hostile.
(C) overstates the narratort attitude. \Mhile his words border on the contemptuous,
they dont cross the line into hatefulness.
(E) is wrong because the passage is full of humor.
(D) is the best answer. Throughout the passage the narrator pokes fun not only at
the hapless guide but to his own situation as a tourist in Italy. \X/hat's more, in
sympathizing with Laurat husband,"Mr. Laura," the narratort tongue is lodged
firmly in his cheek. In other words, the passage reeks of irony.

27. The structure of the sentences in lines 27-29

does all of the following

EXCEPT

(A) create suspense
(B) express a mock indignation
(C) provoke amusement
(D) vary the rhythm of the prose
(E) add a touch of playfulness

Explanation:
This question asks you to determine the effect of a series of short questions all
answered by a single v761d-"|r{6body." The writing in the passage is informal, its
rone more lighthearted than ponderous. A series of terse questions can suggest anger,
but the subject matter (the long-ignored husband of the famous Laura) is far from
somber. Thus, Choices (B), (C), and (E) accurately describe the passage. Choice (D)
is also valid because rhe rest of the passage is made up predominantly of longer, com-

plex, and compound sentences. Only Choice (A) does not apply.

